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**Image Description:** These cliffs in Svalbard (Norway) are the nesting habitat for thousands of Brunnich's Guillemots. When the young birds leave their nests, they glide down to the ocean and then with their fathers, swim the 200 miles to the Greenland coast where the juvenile birds mature into adults.

**Location of Image:** Svalbard, Norway

**Type of Camera and Lens Used:** Nikon D500 with a 70-300 mm lens

**Camera Settings Used:** f8, 1/640 second, ISO 1,000; 105 mm

**Artist Statement:** I am a self-taught photographer. My wife and I enjoy exploring the world which presents many opportunities for taking photos which I like to share with other people. I participate in the Focus Camera Club and have had numerous entries accepted in shows in the Denver area, sometimes winning awards.